1. Approval of April 20 and May 4, 2011 minutes.

2. Report from the Co-Chairs—Jay S. Hobgood, James W. Cogdell

3. Report from the Vice Chair—W. Randy Smith

4. Eighteen Credit Cap and Semesters—Wayne Carlson

*Begin @ 3:20pm

5. Subcommittee B—Niraj Antani, Marilyn Blackwell, Barbara Polivka, Bob Ward
   ENGINEERING
   • Food, Agricultural, and Biological Engineering-MS, PhD
   • Welding Engineering-MS, PhD

6. Subcommittee A—Leslie Alexander, Ashok Krishnamurthy, Sarah Lang, John Wilkins
   FOOD, AGRICULTURE, AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
   • Agribusiness and Applied Economics-BS
   • Food Business Management-BS
   • Food Science and Technology-BS
   • Food Science and Technology-MS
   • Food Science and Technology-PhD
   • Plant Health Management-BS
   • Plant Pathology-BS
   • Leadership Studies-Undergrad Minor
   • Agricultural Communication-Undergrad Minor

7. Subcommittee D—Jim Cogdell, Jay Hobgood, Randy Smith
   FOOD, AGRICULTURE, AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
   • Plant Pathology-MS
   • Plant Pathology-PhD
8. Subcommittee C—Sarah Douglas, Dheeraj Duggineni, John Fellingham, Kay Wolf

ARTS AND SCIENCES: DIVISION OF ARTS & HUMANITIES
- History of Art-MA
- History of Art-PhD
- Linguistics-BA
- Linguistics-Undergrad Minor
- Philosophy-BA
- Philosophy-PhD
- Philosophy-Undergrad Minor
- Somali Language and Culture-Undergrad Minor
- Swahili Languages and Culture-Undergrad Minor

-------------------------------- Break for Dinner --------------------------------

*Begin @ 5:15pm

ARTS AND SCIENCES: DIVISION OF NATURAL & MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES
- Astronomy and Astrophysics-BS
- Astronomy and Astrophysics-Undergrad Minor
- Evolution and Ecology-BA (deactivation)
- Evolution and Ecology-BS
- Statistics-Undergrad Minor


ARTS AND SCIENCES: DIVISION OF SOCIAL & BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
- Anthropology-BA
- Anthropological Sciences-BS
- Anthropology-Undergrad Minor
- Economics-BS
- Economics-BA
- Economics-Undergrad Minor
- Campaign Election-Undergrad Minor
- Comparative Politics-Undergrad Minor
- Judicial Politics-Undergrad Minor
- Political Decision Making-Undergrad Minor
- Political Theory-Undergrad Minor
- World Politics-Undergrad Minor
• Psychology-BA
• Psychology-BS
• Psychology-General Undergrad Minor Psychology
  Undergrad Minor Tracks:
  • Biological Bases of Behavior
  • Clinical and Individual Differences
  • Developmental Psychology
  • Organization and Performance
  • Psychology Research
  • Social Psychology and Personality

10. Adjourn

*Times are approximate